Wheel Mounting Instructions
Please Read First Before Mounting Tires

Congratulations! You have purchased an amazing set of wire wheels for your special interest automobile. To make sure your experience is a great one, we have summarized some key points for your review. If you have any questions about your new wheels or how they are to be installed, please call or email us. Friendly advice is always a phone call away.

- Select an installer who has experience with wire wheel mounting if possible. We don’t want your wheel scratched or damaged due to an inexperienced installer! Nearly every problem we encounter is due to improper installation.
- Trial-fit your wheel on your car before mounting tires to make sure the wheel is correct for your car. We cannot accept the return of any wheels that have been mounted with tires. Please advise us immediately if there is any fitment problem. Mount one wheel with a tire first to check for fitment after you trial-fit the unmounted wheel, just in case the mounted tire causes interference.
- Only mount tires with a “Touchless” type system. This will minimize the chance of your new wheel being scratched or damaged. Power assisted tire changers can damage your wheels. Modern, high-quality mounting systems do not permit metal to make contact with your wheel and reduce the chance of scratching or harming your chrome.
- These wheels should be balanced by the stud holes. They are “Lug-centric” NOT “Hub-centric”. The technician should use a finger attachment. Balancing by the center hole and using a cone in the front will not provide a proper balance and may even make the wheel perform improperly. This is very critical. Your wheels will appear to move inward and outward and up and down when balanced by the center hole using a cone in the front. Make sure the wheel is centered properly on the balancer. Use a cone on the BACK SIDE of the wheel to properly center it. Make sure the balancer is calibrated and set on STATIC BALANCE not DYNAMIC. If you cannot find a tire shop with proper equipment, please call us for further advice. Do not let an installer with little or no experience mount your wheels. Mounting wheels is simple for an installer with experience. Verify that your installer is knowledgeable enough to mount wire wheels. Never let an installer tell you that your wheels are out-of-round if they have used a cone to balance your wheels instead of a finger attachment!
- If you re-use your old tires on your new wheels, you must re-install your tires to the same location and side of the car that they were removed from. This is very important.
- Make sure the hub of the rim fits flush with your brake drum or disc brake hat and that there is no obstruction that prevents the wheel from seating flush, such as rivets, lock clips or balancing weights.
- Verify that the wheel and tire clears all suspension members and fenders and does not interfere with either.
- Clean all studs, threads and mounting surfaces before installation.
- Hand-tighten your lug nuts and inspect them to make certain that the lug does not bottom out before it makes contact with the wheel and that it secures the wheel properly. If the lug nut does not secure the wheel before the lug nut becomes tight, please contact us for our recommendations. It is not safe to drive on your wheels in this condition.
- The minimum thread engagement must be at least 1/2” of threads. If you use a spacer, make sure the spacer is in place when you verify this measurement. Less than 1/2” of thread engagement is unsafe and the vehicle should not be driven.
- Torque the wheels to the proper torque specifications. For 7/16” thread pattern: 60 pounds. For 1/2” thread pattern: 75 pounds. For 12mm thread pattern: 70 pounds. Re-check your torque settings after 25 miles of test-driving.
- Do not over-pressurize the tire to seat the tire beads. Under no circumstances should 40 PSIG be exceeded. Over-pressurization can cause harm to your wheels, cause them to leak air and to also damage your tires.
- Do not use high-powered impact wrenches to secure lug nuts. This may damage your wheel and result in improper lug torque.
- Do not lubricate the lug nuts or stud threads. Pre-tighten all lug nuts and then use a criss-cross pattern to tighten them to the proper torque specifications. Once installed, wheels should rotate freely by hand with no rubbing or interference.
- During balancing, it is not uncommon to view the front part of the rim to have a slight wobble or wiggle. This is normal and does not interfere with the performance of your wheels. Your wheels are built by hand, not by computer.
- Place weights on the back-side of the wheel, being careful not to damage the chrome. Never use clip-on type weights, they can harm your chrome and also cause problems with certain tires. Never use FIX-A-FLAT. This product will ruin the liner in your wheel causing leaks and will void your warranty.
- Air pressure: Determine the correct air pressure required for your tires. Typically, with collector type whitewall tires, the recommended air pressure is between 32 to 36 pounds. However, verify the appropriate tire pressure for your tires.
- Do not attempt to repair your wheel yourself. This will void your warranty. Call us first for instructions if there is any problem. We are always glad to help. Thank you for your purchase and for reviewing this information.
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